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About This Game

"Tiny Brains" is a cooperative action puzzler that follows four super-powered lab animals in their attempt to escape a mad
scientist's experiments. In this joyously chaotic multiplayer game, the four "Tiny Brains" must combine their unique physics-

based powers to navigate through a trick-ridden maze. All of the puzzles in "Tiny Brains" can be solved multiple ways
depending on how groups combine their powers. The game has competitive and challenging fast paced communicative play

along with simple controls so players of any level can jump right in.

KEY GAMEPLAY FEATURES
•Cooperative Gaming: Tiny Brains requires players to collaborate and put their heads together to overcome physics-based

obstacles. With each player controlling a different superpower – Create, Force, Vortex and Teleport – the Tiny Brains must
work as a team to move forward and escape the scientist’s deadly labyrinth of mazes.

•Play It Your Way: All of the puzzles in Tiny Brains can be solved multiple ways depending on how groups combine their
powers. The co-op level design creates dynamic, emergent gameplay, whether advancing through the campaign mode, beating

time-based challenges, or competing in endless levels.

•Whimsical World: To escape the mad scientist’s lair, players explore a colorful world of Popsicle stick-like ice pops, duct tape,
tiny cages and Rube Goldberg machines. The zany art style gives rise to a slew of slightly mutated, yet oddly cute, playable

characters.

•Hardcore to Casual: Tiny Brains eggs on hardcore gamers with competitive leaderboards and fast-paced communicative play,
challenging them to combine their powers as efficiently as possible. At the same time, the game has simple controls and physics-
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based mechanics that make it easy for casual and less-experienced gamers to jump right in.
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this game has a great sense of humor, stunningly good graphics, and perfect balance of point 'n' click adventure and retro
dungeon crawler\/stealth strategy.

looking forward to the third installment!. A genuinely novel take on tower defense, and with an affecting story as well. I bought
it long ago, before it was on Steam, and was only too happy to buy it again now that it's here and has a few more bits of polish
added. I'm pleased to see that what I thought was an obscure little game that only a few folks knew about has actually gotten a
great deal of well-earned recognition.. The underlying game is so good I cant hate too much on the implementation here,
however lacking it may be.

The UI is quite bad compared to what it could be, and the animations are indeed slow and time consuming without reason.

Fundamentally though, the game is enjoyable. If the edges can be polished this would be an easy 10\/10 recommend. If there are
plans for the Expansions 11\/10.
If the game were to remain in its current state forever, I'd be disappointed.. Hey, see that artillery cannon? Destroy it.. This
game ... ... rocks.

But seriously

It's a nostalgic little game that you can sit down and play for a few rounds while you're needing to pass the time. It's challenging
without being plain statedly unfair, and it's style is ALMOST painfully accurate to it's retro theme. If It was a mobile (Vita \/
3DS) game i'd give it a solid 9\/10 for replayablility and bite-sized randomly generated fun, but when i'm on my computer I
always feel like there's a different Roguelike I could be playing, like Cataclysm, DoomRL, or Prospector.

Basically what I'm saying is 8\/10, would die of happy if I could play it on my Vita. (Which I know would be asking for much.)

For the price point, the game is worth it either way. It's frustrating in all the right ways, makes you kick yourself when you do
something stupid, and never makes you feel like it's cheated you in any way, while still being pleasantly challenging.. It seems
like a really cool game and I really want to play it but no one plays online and I don't have any friends to play local with. So
please someone buy this game so online mode can start booming.
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if you Have HD Airport Graphics DO NOT Get this! Its messes with the mesh and terrain, Otherwise I love the scenery I also
have to say since i see both the default Hd airport and US Cities X: Las Vegas the airport looks like photos taking from above, I
have to say Not recommended since i cant fly into there,. This is a visuel novel, and I hate visual novel. Oh!. Annoying
platformer that starts well & then has a pillar platforming section on pillars hardly large enough to stand on, that takes a lot more
time to complete than the platformer in level 3 of the original Turok.... I only made it a few levels into Dreamlord..... No. Don't
even think to buy it. The framerate is impossible even with an high spec computer. This game is a joke. Never asked for a
Steam refund but that's the first time I did.. At the begining, this was as buggy game that had a lot of potential however, after
replaying the game 10 months later I can say that the creator(s) have worked on it a lot and for once, I do recommend playing it.
Below is my new game review on it:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YICFEgdRYnQ
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